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• Intelligent Computer Systems Department
  (http://web.kpi.kharkov.ua/iks/en/)

• Bachelor and Master Programs “Computational Linguistics”

Core courses:

- Modern technologies of Internet-applications development;
- Ontology engineering;
- Intelligent data analysis;
- Modern software of text analysis;
- Corpus linguistics;
- Formal modeling of natural language objects;
- Artificial intelligence.
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RESEARCH TOPICS

- Web-Based Monitoring and Evaluation;
- Natural language processing;
- Text Mining and Web Content Mining;
- Processing of semi-structured textual data;
- Sentiment analysis and customer emotion score;
- Information extraction (name-entity extraction + relationship recognition);
- Special lexicons (Gazetteers);
- Vision & Language area.
OUR PROJECTS

• MASTIS - Establishing Modern Master-level Studies in Information System (Erasmus+, 2015-2017)

• AComIn - Advanced Computing for Innovation (Bulgaria, 2015-2016), FP7 Capacity Programme, Research Potential of Convergence Regions, Call: FP7-REGPOT-2012-2013-1

• One-stage semantic analysis of non-literary texts (Samsung, Ukraine, 2012)

• Models and methods development of Information Retrieval for economic topics (Switzerland, 2011)
OUR PUBLICATIONS


OUR PUBLICATIONS (2)


The purpose of this research is to develop and to experimentally evaluate technology for automated assessment of the quality of semi-structured textual information. The technology is based on mathematical and computational methods of natural language processing. Technical documentation, such as user manuals and technical specifications in several languages (English, Ukrainian, Russian, German, and others), is the main object for this research study and evaluation of the developed technology.

In order to succeed it’s necessary to consider the existing structural, syntactic, lexical, and semantic characteristics of technical documentation in the specified languages. Afterwards, the multilingual thesaurus and semantic network for the analysis of such texts has to be elaborated based on these characteristic.

To model semantic relations between concepts in technical documentation we will use the elaborated semantic network and the mathematical theory of intelligence (algebra of finite predicates and description logics).

Since quality assessment of technical documentation is a feature of intelligence, semantic analysis of texts based on modelling of the text comprehension has to be applied.

Therefore, the approach of the semantic analysis, which models text comprehension of the documents using mathematical theory of intelligence, is proposed in this research. Finally, experimental evaluation of the created models for a specific technical documentation has to be performed.
OUR PROPOSAL

PROJECT “NAME ENTITY RECOGNITION AND OPINION IDENTIFICATION FOR TOURISM AREA”

The main goal is to develop software for extracting entities (such as sights, museums etc.) to create ontologies of tourist objects. Our models also will detect and disambiguate entity mentions and perform sentiment analysis and opinion detection on the texts, to be able for example, to extract the sentiment and the opinion of customers about certain sights in Web reviews, blogs, Twitter etc.

Our project will allow to process results from different Internet sources that will allow to create more relevant and various list of entities.

Project results can be used for various application areas and tailored for different languages, including the Ukrainian.